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ABSTRACT 
We introduce so-called generalized Loewner matrices. The definition is almost 
the same as Antoulas and Anderson’s, Our class of generalized Loewner matrices 
contains both classical Loewner and Hankel matrices as special cases. The properties 
of such matrices are studied together with the associated interpolation problem. The 
detailed characterization of its nonsolvable cases is given by means of the S.C. minimal 
generalized solution, by means of rank properties of the Loewner matrix, and by 
means of the S.C. L-polynomial (introduced by Fiedler). 
INTRODUCTION 
Loewner matrices are matrices of the form 
. 
Connections of these matrices with rational interpolation and connections 
with monotone matrix functions were investigated in Loewner’s paper [14]. 
Further investigation of Loewner matrices was done later by Belevitch [4, 51, 
Donoghue [6], Fiedler [7], and Antoulas and Anderson [l]. Fiedler showed 
some connections with Hankel matrices. Our investigations will be essen- 
tially based on his treatment. 
Classical Loewner matrices correspond to a rational interpolation prob- 
lem with simple interpolation points. Donoghue introduced a generalization 
LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLlCATlONS 143:171-222 (1991) 
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which is connected with a more general interpolation problem where the 
interpolation points have various multiplicities. This rational interpolation 
problem is also mentioned in the book [3], where an explicit formula for the 
interpolation function using generalized Loewner determinants is given. A 
somewhat different variant of generalization of Loewner matrices is investi- 
gated by Antoulas and Anderson [l]. 0 ur matrices are almost the same and 
have the property that both Loewner and Hankel matrices are special cases 
of them. In this way some properties of Hankel and Loewner matrices are 
shown to be analogous and are generalized. 
We study only matrices which do not have full rank, since these are 
exactly those matrices for which an interesting characterization of solvability 
of rational interpolation may be given. However, these matrices correspond 
to special cases of interpolation problems; the generic case which is associ- 
ated with full rank matrices is not considered. This restriction leads us to 
restriction to rational solutions of the interpolation problems of degree less 
than N/2, since a matrix which has not full rank cannot have a correspond- 
ing solution of a higher degree. The reader interested in a complete descrip- 
tion of solvability of rational interpolation can have a look at [3], [2], or some 
other works. 
Organization of the Paper 
The paper is divided into three parts. Part I gives all definitions and 
assertions without proofs. Part II gives all necessary proofs, and Part III 
documents the whole theory on examples. The reason for this arrangement is 
to make the survey of all assertions briefer. However, for detailed reading we 
recommend following the examples parallel with the theory. In Part III 
illustration of most of the definitions and assertions can be found by their 
numbers. 
Part I (Theory) consists of five sections. For better distinction we 
formulate our own results as “lemmas” and “theorems,” and the results taken 
over from the literature (slightly adapted) as “assertions.” Part II (Proofs) 
contains proofs of all lemmas and theorems, while assertions are proved only 
exceptionally, e.g. in the cases when the ideas of the proofs are important for 
other considerations. 
Preliminaries 
In the whole paper we investigate matrices over the field of complex 
numbers. Most of the matrices are of a given size m X n. If A = (aij>~= lr= 1 
is a matrix, then any matrix B = (aij>“=,f=,, k < m, I< n, is called a leading 
submatrix of A. 
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We extend for the purpose of this paper the concept “singular matrix” to 
arbitrary matrices, not necessarily square, if they have not full rank. 
We use the following notation: 
r(A): The rank of the matrix A. 
O,,: The k X I zero matrix; if the size is evident we write only 0 (it 
may also denote a vector or a single number). 
f(r) 1 g(x): The polynomial f( ) x is a divisor of the polynomial g(x). 
g(x)=h(x)modf(x) [g(x) is congruent with h(r) modulo f(x)]: If 
_f(x> is a polynomial, f(x) = FI,y(x - ti)‘l, then the congruence means that 
@(tJ = hCkQi), i = 1,. . , s, k = 0,. . .I ri - 1. The functions 
be arbitrary so long as they have the desired derivatives. 
deg f: The degree of the polynomial f(x). 
(f, g): The greatest common divisor of the polynomials 
I. THEORY 
g(r), h(x) can 
f(r) and g(x). 
1. The Generalized Loewner Matrix and Associated Definitions 
DEFINITION 1.1. By an interpolation problem we shall understand the 
following file of data: 
yj 7 ci/( > i=l t k=o,...,Ti-1 >...> > (1.1) 
Cyi> Cik complex, Yi # Yj for i # j). In connection with this interpolation 
problem we shall use the polynomial 
(1.2) 
Let us denote deg A = CT~ = N. 
Given an interpolation problem, we shall say that a function Q is a 
solution to it if 
;,y Yi) = Cik ) i = l,...,t, k =O,...,T~--1. (I.31 
DEFINITION 1.2. In this paper, we use the concept degree of a rational 
function in the following sense: if Q = q/f and (9, f) = 1, then deg Q = 
max(deg 9, deg f ). By Q, (f or n not necessarily integer) we denote the set of 
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all rational functions of degree less than n. We also introduce the set 
2p,, = {[q,fl E P X P, deg[q,fl< n), 
where P is the set of all polynomials and degiq, fl = max(deg 9, deg f>. 
REMARK 1.3. We shall be interested only in solutions of the interpola- 
tion problem belonging to Qh,,a. This seems to be a restriction, since 
generically the minimal degree of the solution is M in the two cases 
N = 2 M, N = 2M + 1. However, we shall see later that the interpolation 
corresponding to a singular matrix (which is an exception to the generic case) 
either has no solution or has a solution of degree equal to the rank of the 
matrix, and this is smaller than N/2. 
DEFINITION 1.4. We shall say that a pair of polynomials [9,f] E P X P 
is a generalized sohtion to the interpolation problem (1.1) if 
(1.4) 
is fulfilled. In other words, if q(x) is any function which solves the 
interpolation problem, then 
9(x) = cp(x)f(x) mod A(r). 
We shall say that [9, fl is a minimal generalized solution if for any other 
generalized solution [ 9, fl, 
ded9,fla deg[q,f]. 
DEFINITION 1.5 (For more details see e.g. [6, pp. l-31). If a function cp 
is defined at the mutually distinct points Y,, i = 0,. . ., k, then the divided 
difference of k th order is defined recursively: 
[Y,,...JJq= 
[Y, ,..., ~,_,l,-P,~...Jkl, 
y0 - yk 
k > 0, 
[yelp = a(Yo). 
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If the function cp is sufficiently smooth at the points Y,, the divided 
difference for multiple points is defined by a limit 
Y, )...) Y, )..., Y, )...) Yk 
1 
= lim 
UQ r,, + r, 
70 Tk 
An important algebraic formula for the divided differences holds: 
I VP 
70 ‘k 
(1.5) 
REMARK 1.6. In the following definition we shall use the symbol for the 
divided difference without any function index [see (1.8)]. Given an interpola- 
tion problem (Ll), the value of such a divided difference is determined as 
follows: We use the formula (1.5) and write out formally the derivatives on 
the right-hand side. Then we replace the values and derivatives of the 
function 9 by the numbers cik in accordance with (1.3). 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let an interpolation problem (1.1) be given. Write 
A(x) in the form 
A(x) = a(x)b(x), 
u-1 
4x) = ,KIo (x - YiY’ ( yi mutually distinct), 
m=dega= Lpi, 
(1.6) 
t--l 
b(x) = iFIo (’ - Zi)a’ ( zi mutually distinct), 
n=degb= ccr,, 
m+n=N. 
176 
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T y= y O’..‘, yo >...1 y, -l>“‘, yu-1 (of length m), 
PO Pu-1 (1.7) 
(___ _J 
T 
.z= z 0,‘“’ zo ,..., 2,-l ,..., uJo-l (of length n) . 
00 CL-1 
The order of the interpolation points in the vectors y, z and the values 
prescribed in the interpolation problem determine uniquely the so-called 
generalized Loewner matrix 
L = (Ljj);:; ;i:, Lij= (i yi )..., Yi,Zj )...) zj I) 
pt-1 CT-1 
(1.8) 
-- k=O I=0 
k+l 1+1 
(The matrix L is m X n.) We denote by 2&(y) Z) the class of all general- 
ized Loewner matrices corresponding to fixed vectors y,z. 
REMARK 1.8. If all the interpolation points are simple (TV = I, i = 1,. . . , t), 
then L is the classical Loewner matrix. 
m-1 n-l 
L=([yi,zj])= 2 
i I ’ 1 3 ,=O j=O 
where ci, dj are the values in the interpolation problem corresponding to 
!-Ji> 'j' 
If there is only one interpolation point Y, of multiplicity N, then L is a 
Hankel matrix, 
(We recall that a Hankel matrix is a matrix the elements of which depend 
only on the sum of indices.) 
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ASSERTION 1.9. Let L be a singular generalized Loewner matrix. Let 
aikCx) = 
4x1 
(x - yi)k+l ’ 
i=O ,..., u-l, k=O ,..., pi-l, 
b(x) 
bjl(x) = cx _ zj)l+l a j=o )...) v-l, z=o ,...) q-1, 
Then the Smith canonical form of the matrices 
is, in both cases, 
1 I, 0 f(x) 0  0  I ’ r=r(L) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(of diflerent sizes, of course, but with the same polynomial f(x)) . 
DEFINITION 1.10. The polynomial f(x) introduced in (1.10) is cflled the 
L-polynomial of the matrix L. The homogeneous L-polynomial f is the 
homogeneous form in x 1, x2 defined by 
i(r,,r,> = QL’f(Xl /x,>. 
[We shall see later that deg f < r(L).] 
DEFINITION 1.11. Let L be a singular generalized Loewner matrix. 
(The concept “singular” has been introduced in Preliminaries.) 
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If all Loewner submatrices (see Remark 1.12) of order r(L) are nonsingu- 
lar, we say that L is proper. 
If all roots of the L-polynomial are interpolation points [i.e. f(x) = 0 -+ 
A(x) = 0] and, moreover, deg f = r(L), then we say that L is degenerate. 
[The condi;ion deg f = r(L) is equivalent to the statement that xa is not ,a 
divisor of f(x,, x2). We could say that it means that infinity is not a root off, 
which completes the condition that every root of the L-polynomial is an 
interpolation point.] 
REMARK 1.12. If 
L = (LJ, 
then we understand by a Loewner submatrix any submatrix of the form 
([ I) 
Lx-1 
Z = (Lij), Eij= ZJi,~.~>ZJi>zj>‘..Jj 
-- k=O 
0, - 1 
I=0 
Pj - l 
I=0 
kfl If1 
where 0 < (pi < pi, 0 < Pj Q oj’ 
2. Hankel Matrices 
Many authors have studied Hankel matrices from more or less related 
points of view (e.g. Iochvidov, Heinig and Rost, Fuhrmann, Gragg and 
Lindquist, Fiedler and Ptak, and others). Our investigation of Loewner 
matrices will generalize some properties of Hankel matrices. We shall exploit 
the treatment used in Fiedler’s paper [8]. However, in contrast to it, we will 
formulate all definitions and assertions for matrices of arbitrary sizes (not 
necessarily square). The extension is almost evident, but we want to prove it. 
The following way seems to be the briefest: We refer to one of the most 
powerful results of [8] (A ssertion 2.2 below) which is easily generalized to 
matrices of arbitrary sizes. Then we derive the simpler concepts and asser- 
tions regressively from it. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For given m,n denote by &,_ the class of all m X n 
Hankel matrices. 
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ASSERTION 2.2 (Essentially a part of Theorem 2.19 in [S]). Let us 
introduce (for r, n natural, r Q n, t complex) the matrices 
10 0 ... 1 
(or,,-, Jr), 
. . . . . . . . 
p,,,(m) 
. . *. 
= 
J,= 
0 1 .*a 0 
,l 0 **e 0 ! 
(rxr). 
Then every square singular Hankel matrix of order n can be written in the 
f 07772 
H= i [ p,-i,,(ti)]TSip~~,(ti)+ [ pr~n(m)]Ts~prmn (2.1) 
i=l 
=v,s[v,]’ (2.2) 
(ti mutually distinct, s > 0, ri > 0, r,> 0) where S,,S, are nonsingular 
upper triangular Hankel matrices of orders ri, r,, with r, + Cr, = r(H). The 
matrix 
is a generalized n X r Vandermonde matrix; S = diag( S,, . . . , S,, S,) is nonsin- 
gular of order r( H ). 
The numbers s, ti, ri, r, are determined uniquely (up to the order of the 
t,‘s and the corresponding ri’s). 
We state now the generalization to matrices of arbitrary sizes: 
ASSERTION 2.3. Every singular m x n Hankel matrix H can be written in 
the form 
H = il [ ‘r,m( ti)] TSipr,n( ti) + [ pr_m(m)] TScopr-__7t(m) (2.3) 
i=l 
= Y,wnlT (2.4) 
(s >, 0, ri > 0, r, > 0), where Si, S, are nonsingular upper triangular Hankel 
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matrices of orders ri, r,, with r, + Irj = r(H), and S = diag(S,, . . . , Ljs, SJ. 
The numbers s, ti, ri, r, are determined uniquely (up to the order of the t,‘s 
and ri’s). 
REMARK 2.4. If H has full rank, then it can also be decomposed into the 
form (2.3)-(2.41, r(H) = Cr, + r,. However, the uniqueness of the decompo- 
sition does not hold. 
REMARK 2.5. If s = 0, there remains only the last term in (2.3), which is 
a singular right triangular Hankel matrix. On the other hand, if r, = 0 there 
is only the first sum in (2.3). The leading submatrix in H of order r = r(H) is 
V,m$K and V, is nonsingular if r, = 0. Thus the leading submatrix is 
nonsingular. These two cases will be of great importance: 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let H = (cI~+~>&‘~&~ be an arbitrary singular Hankel 
matrix. 
If the leading submatrix of order r(H) is nonsingular, we shall say that H 
is proper. 
If (Y” = ... =ak_i=O for k= max(m, n), then we shall say that H is 
degenerate. 
REMARK 2.7. Let us return to Definition 1.11. If there is only one 
interpolation point Y,, of multiplicity N, then the matrix L is Hankel. 
However, in this case Definitions 1.11 and 2.6 are consistent. In fact, the 
only Loewner submatrix of L (in sense of Remark 1.12) of order r(L) is the 
leading submatrix, so that the concepts proper Loewner and proper Hankel 
matrix are identical. The concepts of degenerate Loewner and Hankel matrix 
are also equivalent in this case, but the proof is not so simple. (See 
Section 5.) 
DEFINITION 2.8. The sum of two matrices A, B of the same type is 
called quasidirect if r(A + B) = r(A)+ r(B). 
REMARK 2.9. The sum A + B is quasidirect if and only if the column 
space of A + B is a direct sum of the column spaces of A and B. 
ASSERTION 2.10 (Compare [S, Theorem 2.51). Every singular Hankel 
matm’x H can be uniquely written as a quasidirect sum of a proper and a 
degenerate Hankel matrix. (We shall call them the proper and the degenerate 
part of H.) 
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ASSERTION 2.11 (Compare with Theorem 2.19 in [8]). I& H be an 
arbitrary singular m x n Hankel matrix. Let A,(x) denote the vector 
(1,x,..., xkelY. Suppose that s, ti, ri, r, are the numbers given uniquely by 
the decomposition (2.3)-(2.4), and let us define the polynomial 
f(x)=ilfJ(xpti)r’ [degf= r(H) - r-1. (2.5) 
Then both the matrices 
have the Smith canonical form 
r=r(H) 
0 0 0 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(of different sizes of course). 
DEFINITION 2.12. The polynomial f(x) introduced above will be called 
the H-polynomial of the matrix H. We shall also use the term homogeneous 
H-polynomial for the homogeneous form in two variables f (x,, x,) = 
xg f<x, /x2), r = r(H). 
REMARK 2.13. If H has fuIl rank but is not square, the H-polynomial 
can also be defined. However, only one of the matrices (2.5) can be used. 
REMARK 2.14. If H has the decomposition (2.3)-(2.4), then 
f(xl,XZ)=x~fJ(xI-tiXJ~. 
i=l 
ASSERTION 2.15 (Compare with [8, Theorem 2.171). The sum of two 
nonzero Hankel matrices A and B of the same size m X n is qua$direct if and 
qnly if they are singular, their homogeneous H-polynomials f,<x,, x2) and 
f&x,, x,) are relatively prime, and the sum of their degrees does not exceed 
min(m, n>. 
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In this case the homogeneous H-polynomial of A + B isf*(x,, xz)fn(xI, xs). 
REMARK 2.16. Homogeneous forms in two variables form a Euclidean 
ring, so that the concept of the greatest common divisor is defined. 
In Definition 1.1 an interpolation problem which can be connected with a 
generalized Loewner matrix has been described. In connection with Hankel 
matrices we shall use the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.17. By an interpolation problem connected with Hankel 
matrices we shall understand the following file of data: 
cn,u,,k=-l,..., N-2. 
For given m, n such that m + n = N, we understand by the correspond- 
ing Hankel matrix the matrix 
H = ( ‘Y~+~);=-~~ j’&! 
Given an interpolation problem, we shall say that a function cp is a 
solution to it if 
q(x) = (y_1 + (yox-l + (ylx-2 + *. . + a,_2X-(N-‘)+ a,-,x-N+ . . . 
for some numbers oN_ 1, cyN, . . . on a neighborhood of infinity (the point at 
infinity is the only interpolation point here). 
REMARK 2.18. The constant term cr_,x’ does not influence the Hankel 
matrix H. Similarly, the generalized Loewner matrix is not changed by 
addition of a constant to the interpolation function. 
ASSERTION 2.19. The interpolation problem formulated in Definition 2.17 
cannot have two different solutions in the class QN,2. 
(The proof is very simple, and we omit it.) 
ASSERTION 2.20. The interpolation problem of Definition 2.17 corre- 
sponding to a singular Hankel matrix H has a solution in the class QN,2 if and 
only if H is proper. In this case the degree of the solution is r(H). 
We omit the proof, since this assertion is essentially proved in [lo]. 
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ASSERTION 2.21. Ifh(x)/f(x) is the unique solution in the class QN,s of 
the interpolation problem corresponding to a proper Hankel matrix H and if 
<h,f)= 1, thenf( > x is a constant multiple of the H-polynomial of H. 
3. Some Preliminary Assertions on Loewner Matrices 
ASSERTION 3.1 (See [7, Theorem 121). For given m, n let 
Y =(Yo~-.,Ym-lY ( yi mutually distinct), 
Z=(Z~,...,Z,_l)T ( zi mutually distinct). 
Then the mapping x defined on Zm,, by (3.1)-(3.2) is an isomorphism of 
the classes Xm_ and _&n( y, z) (which are linear spaces of the same 
dimension m + n - 1 = N - 1): 
x(H) = W$K:, (3.1) 
x-yk i=o 
(3.2) 
bk(x)= ’ 
n-1 
- II txMzi> 
X--k i=O 
(k is the row and 1 the column index). 
This assertion on classical Loewner matrices is easily extended to gener- 
alized Loewner matrices: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 
( _.) 
T 
y= w...> Yu-l>...>Yu-l ) 
PO P.-l 
z= z. )..., zo,...,z”_~,...,~“-l 
(_ -1 
T 
> 
00 mu-1 
u-l v-l 
C pi = m, C u,=n. 
i=O i==O 
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Then the mapping ,,F” de$ned on &,,,, by the equalities (3.3M3.5) is an 
isomorphism of the classes q,,,,, and &,,,< y. z): 
&)( 0) 
,i I 
p,-1 u-l 
WyGi = 
j! k=lJ j-0 
(3.4) 
wG,= by(O) ut-l u-1 
z,t 
i I j! (3.5) k=O j=O 
(k is the row and j the column index). 
ASSERTION 3.3 (See [7]-this assertion for classical Loewner matrices is 
contained in the proof of Theorem 14). Let L = flG(H> (g” defined by 
(3.3)-(3.511, and suppose that H is singular. Then the H-polynomial of H 
equals the L-polynomial of L. 
To conclude this section we state the first assertion concerning the 
connection of solvability of the interpolation problem in @,,,a with proper- 
ties of the associated Loewner matrix. For classical Loewner matrices it was 
known to Loewner [14]. For generalized Loewner matrices it is stated in [l] 
as Main Lemma 2.5. Thus we do not prove it. Donoghue [6] also proves this 
result for his variant of matrices. 
ASSERTION 3.4. lf an interpolation problem as in Definition 1.1 has a 
rational solution of degree r and zf m, n are numbers such that m + n = N, 
min(m, n) > r, then the m x n Loewner matrix L corresponding to this 
interpolation problem according to Definition 1.7 has rank r. 
If we consider all subproblems of the interpolation problem and the 
corresponding submatrices of L, we obtain: 
COROLLARY 3.5. In the assumptions of Assertion 3.4 the matrix L is 
proper. 
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4. Main Results on Generalized Loewner Matrices 
We shall characterize the cases of solvable and nonsolvable interpolation 
problems by means of properties of the corresponding Loewner matrices. In 
nonsolvable interpolation problems certain interpolation points which are 
“bad with multiplicity oi” can be specified (see Theorem 4.8). The multiplic- 
ities oi can be described by means of rank properties of the Loewner matrix, 
by means of the L-polynomial, or by means of the minimal generalized 
solution of the interpolation problem. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L be a singular generalized Loewner matrix and f (x) its 
L-polynomial. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) L is not proper. 
(2) (f, A) # const. 
(3) There is an interpolation point Yi with the following property: lf we 
reduce the multiplicity of Yi by one, the rank of the corresponding reduced 
Loewner matrix is diminished by one. 
COROLLARY 4.2 (Compare with Assertion 2.10). Every singular general- 
ized Loewner matrix L in a class A y, z> can be uniquely written as a 
quasidirect sum of a proper and a degenerate Loewner matrix in J( y, z> (see 
Definition 1.11). 
(We shall call these matrices the proper and the degenerate part of L.) 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 shows that assertions (2) and (3) could be 
formulated more precisely. Besides that, we shall add one more equivalent 
assertion to them: 
LEMMA 4.3. Let L be a singular generalized Loewner matrix, f(x) its 
L-polynomial, and f,,(x) the L-polynomial of the degenerate part of L. Let 
i E {l,. . . , t) (see Definition 1.1 for t, Yi, TV, Cik). Then the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(2’) x - Yi I (f, A). 
(3’) Zf we reduce the multiplicity of the interpolation point Yi by one, the 
rank of the corresponding reduced Loewner matrix is diminished by one. 
(4’) r - Yi I (fo> A). 
Let (2’)-(4’) be valid, and let L’ be the reduced Loewner matrix (by (3’)). 
Then the L-polynomial of L’ is 
f(x) 
x - Yj . 
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The assertions (2’), (3’) arose from the reformulating of (2), (3) of Lemma 
4.1 for one fixed interpolation point Yi. Unfortunately, it is not obvious how 
to formulate an analogous assertion (1’). Although an immediate consequence 
of (3’) is that each Loewner submatrix in L of order r(L) which does not 
contain the point Yi in its whole multiplicity 7i is singular, this fact is not 
suffkient for (2’>, (3’) to hold. As an example consider the Loewner matrix 
LE-f(y,z), y = (Cl, l)“, z=(l,l,l)T, 
L= [L---;_i-). 
All Loewner submatrices of order r(L) = 2 are singular. The L-polynomial is 
f(x) =x(x-l>, 
sothat x-ll(f,A)and r-2+((,A). 
On the basis of computations performed in the proof of Lemma 3.2 we 
can derive the following property of the L-polynomial: 
LEMMA 4.4. Let L be a singular generalized Loewner matrix, and f(x) 
its L-polynomial. Let w(x) be the (unique) polynomial of degree less than N 
which solves the interpolation problem associated with L. Let H = (/“)- ‘CL) 
(see Lemma 3.3). Let h(x), deg h < deg f, be the numerator of the (unique) 
solution h(x)/f(x) of th e interpolation problem corresponding to the proper 
part of H. Then the diference 
fw - hA = q 
is a polynomial of degree such that 
max(degq,degf)=r(L). 
The pair [q,fl is a generalized solution of the interpolation problem and 
belongs to the class eP,,a. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let an interpolating problem corresponding to a singular 
generalized Loewner matrix be given. Then the set of generalized solutions in 
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the class 2PN,p is nonempty. It has the form 
{[9’A:9’(4 = 4x)q’(x)> f’(r) = 44f(4, 
d(x) arbitrary such that deg[ q’,f’] < N/2}, (4.1) 
where [Q, f-1 is the minimal generulized solution, which is unique up to a 
multiplicative constant. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let L be a singular generalized Loewner matrix, and [g, f] 
the minimal generalized solution of the associated interpolation problem. Then 
(Q,f) I A, and the following assertions are equivalent: 
(5”) (&f) = rIf= ,(x - Yj>*J (0 < ffj < Tj). 
(6”) The rational function I,!I = 4 /ffulfills for j = 1, . . . , t 
k =O,... ,Tj - ‘yj - 1, 
k=rj- cYj, 
(The numbers t,rj are introduced in Definition 
Now we can state the equivalence of the 
1.1.) 
assertions (2%(4’) with two 
other assertions concerning solvability of the interpolation problem: 
THEOREM 4.7. Let L be a singular generalized Loewner matrix, f(x) its 
L-polynomial, f,(x) the L-polynomial of the degenerate part of L, and [@,f] 
the minimal generalized solution of the associated interpolation problem 
iE{l,..., t) (see Definition 1.1 for t,Yi,ri,Cik). Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
Let 
f we 
(29, (39, (4’) See Lemma 4.3. 
(5’) x - Y, I (q, f) 
(6’) For at least one value of k E (0,. . , ri - l} the condition 
~I/I(‘)( Yi) = Cik (where * = G/f) (4.2) 
fails to hold. 
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The minimal generalized solution of the reduced Ioewner matrix L’ [by 
(3’)] is 
Now we can state the main theorem of the paper. It is easily obtained 
from Theorem 4.7 if the reduction of the interpolation problem is repeated as 
long as there exists some interpolation point Yi fulfilling the conditions 
(2’)-(6’): 
THEOREM 4.8 (Characterization of “bad interpolation points”). In the 
assumptions of Lemma 4.3, let aj be some integers, 0 < oj < rj, j = 1,. . , t. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(2”) (f, A) = nf= ,(x - Yj)? 
(3”) By consecutively reducing the multiplicities of the interpolation points 
in an arbitrary order so that on the whole the multiplicity of each of the Yj’s is 
reduced by oj, the rank of the corresponding Loewner matrix is reduced by 
one in each step, so that it decreases by V = Cf=,aj on the whole. Zf however 
the multiplicity of an arbitrary point Yj is reduced by oj + 1, then the rank of 
the Loewner matrix does not change in the last step. After reducing all the 
multiplicities by oi a proper Loewner matrix remains. 
(4”) 
(5”) 
(fo, A) = @, ,(x - Yj)‘? 
(Q,f) = Flf= ,(x - Yj)*j. 
(6”) The rational function I+II = Q/ffulfills for j = 1,. . , t the conditions 
= G7 
k =O,..., Tj - ffj - 1, 
zcjkP k=rj-aj. 
Zf (2”)-(6”) hold, then the concrete form of fo(x) is 
where the Sj’s satisfy the condition min(6j, rj) = oj. 
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COROLLARY 4.9. lkt L be a generalized singular Loewner matrix and 
f(x) its L-polynomial. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i> The associated interpolation problem has a solution in Qh,,2. 
(ii) L is proper. 
(iii) (f, A) = 1. 
This corollary is very close to Corollary 2.19 in [l]. Antoulas shows that 
even a slightly weaker assumption on the rank properties than our (ii) is 
equivalent to the solvability of the interpolation problem. 
In concluding this section we shall state a theorem which proceeds from 
Lemma 4.4: 
THEOREM 4.10. L.et L be a singular generalized Loewner matrix, f(x) its 
L-polynomial, and [ cj, f] th e minimal generalized solution of the associated 
interpolation problem. Then 
for a constant c and 
max(degq’,degf) = r( L). 
5. Analogy between the Hankel and the Loewner Matrix Interpolation 
including the Point at Infinity 
The content of this section is less precise than the rest of the paper and 
rather intuitive. It is meant to help the reader to interpret the actual results. 
Let us return to Remark 1.8. Suppose that all the interpolation points are 
simple, so that a classical Loewner matrix L is obtained. Then, by Definition 
1.11, L is proper if all its submatrices of order r(L) are nonsingular. Let us 
note how Theorem 4.8 is specialized for classical Loewner matrices: The 
numbers oj can be zero or one. Let ‘Y~ = 0, j E G; CY~ = 1, j E B; G U B = 
(1 , . . . , t). By condition (6”), I/J interpolates at the “good interpolation points” 
Yj, j E G, and does not interpolate at the “bad points” Yj, j E B. By (2”) and 
(5”), (f, A) = (@, f) = nj E ,(x - Yj>. By (4”), the polynomial fo(x) is equal 
to nj, ,(x - Yj>“,, where the Sj’s are some positive integers [they are equal 
to the multiplicities of the roots Yj in f(x)]. Condition (3”) says that deleting 
the rows or columns in L corresponding to the “bad points” Y,, j E B, causes 
a decrease in the rank of L, while deleting the rows or columns correspond- 
ing to “good points” Yj, j E G, does not change the rank. One has 
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LEMMA 5.1. If L is a classical Loewner matrix and $we take a submatrix 
L, of order r(L) f ormed from the rows and columns corresponding to some 
2r(L) points Yj, j ES, ISI =2r(L), then L, is nonsingular ij and only g 
B cS. 
Now let us suppose that there is only one interpolation point Y,, of 
multiplicity N, so that L is a Hankel matrix (by Remark 1.8). Unfortunately, 
Hankel matrices are traditionally connected with interpolation at infinity 
(Definition 2.17) and not at a finite point Y,. Nevertheless, we obtain by 
specialization from the theory of generalized Loewner matrices properties 
analogous to those stated in Section 2. The Loewner-Hankel matrix L has a 
unique Loewner submatrix of order r(L)-the leading submatrix. Thus L is 
proper if this submatrix is nonsingular, just as stated in Definition 2.6. 
However, the definition of the degenerate Hankel matrix is different from 
that of the degenerate Loewner matrix. It is necessary to consider the 
homogeneous H-polynomial of the degenerate Hankel matrix f,<x,, x ) =
372 r(H), which has a unique root at infinity, and this is an interpolation point. 
Thus an analog of Definition 1.11 is obtained. 
Let us show how Theorem 4.8 is specialized for the Loewner-Hankel 
matrix: There is a unique number (~a, 0 < (~a < N. We omit conditions (5”) 
and (6”), since we have not introduced the concept of a generalized solution 
of the interpolation problem given by Definition 2.17. Reduction of the 
multiplicity of Y,, in (3”) can be realized by removing the last rows or 
columns of the total number (~a. The Hankel matrix L has a degenerate part 
0 0 
i i 0 L, ’ 
(5.11 
where Lo is square nonsingular right triangular of order oO, and this part 
will be removed, so that a proper matrix remains [in accordance with (3’91. In 
(4’9, f,<x>=(x - Yc,)so and TV = N > a,, so that S, = (~a. We know that 
deg f, is equal to the rank of the degenerate part (see Definition l.ll), 
which coincides with (5.1). The homogeneous H-polynomial of the degener- 
ate part of the Hankel matrix L is fn(x,, x2) = x2*0. In (2% (f, A) = (r - 
TJao. If we want to have ,a” analogy with Hankel matrices, we have to put 
A(x,, x2> = ~2” and then (f, A) = xt”. 
Thus we see that most of the concepts and assertions on Hankel matrices 
have their natural, more general analogs in Loewner matrices. 
The main difference is in the way of introducing degenerate Hankel and 
Loewner matrices. We do not know any characterization of degenerate 
Loewner matrices directly analogous to the definition of degenerate Hankel 
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matrices (Definition 2.6). We know that one such characterization holds 
under a special assumption: 
THEOREM 5.2. Besides the assumptions of Definition 1.11 suppose that 
tlY [(x-Y)‘If(x)&x-YIA(x)] + (x-Y)“lA(x). (5.2) 
Then L is degenerate if and only if it contains a zero Loewner submatrix of 
type (ml, n,), m, + n1 > max(m, n). 
REMARK 5.3. If there is only one interpolation point YO, SO that L is 
Hankel, (5.2) holds automatically. Note that by Definition 2.6 L = (ai,) is 
degenerate if cy,, = . . . = ffk_, = 0 for k = max(m, n), which holds if and 
only if all leading submatrices of types (m,,n,>, m, + n, = k + 1, are zero. 
In this section have seen the awkwardness in the difference between the 
interpolation connected with generalized Loewner matrices (which admits 
only finite interpolation points) and interpolation at infinity connected with 
Hankel matrices. We want to show in conclusion how a generalization- 
interpolation including both finite and infinite points-can be defined and 
how the point at infinity can be made entirely equivalent with other points. 
Then we show how any such interpolation problem (assuming that rational 
solutions are desired) can be transformed into interpolation at finite points 
only. 
In Definition 1.1, the numbers Cik are coefficients of the expansion of an 
unknown rational function cp(x) in powers of the linear function x - Yi. In 
Definition 2.17, ok are coefficients of the expansion in powers of the linear 
fractional function l/x. The idea of the generalization occurs readily. 
Given some points Yi of the Gaussian sphere (complex numbers including 
infinity), we prescribe for an unknown rational function cp(x> the coefficients 
Cik of the expansion in powers of a linear fractional function 
(yix + Si> such that it has the root at Y, (i.e., - pi /oi = Yi, 
Yi = m). That is, we require that 
Caix + pi>/ 
or aj=O if 
six + pi 
p(X) = 5 ‘ik y,x + 6, 
k=O L t 
on a neighborhood of Yi, where Cik are given for k = 0,. . . , ri - I. For a 
given Yi, we have two free parameters in the function (CQX + PiI/(rir + Si>. 
However, if Cik are given for one such function, they can be transformed 
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into Ci; corresponding to an arbitrary function ((Y~x + P,!>/(Y(x + 6:) which 
has its root in Yi. By such transformations we can obtain the same numbers 
Yi> 6i ( = Y> 6, f or all i, and we can even suppose that 
I I ai Pi =1, Y 6 6 # 0. 
After substituting 
we obtain 
(YiX + pi 
yr+6 =5-;. 
Thus we can find a rational function $(e) with prescribed coefficients of the 
expansion in powers of 5 - pi /6 on neighborhoods of (finite) points pi /6. 
This is an interpolation problem satisfying Definition 1.1. Then we determine 
p(x) from the equation 
cp(r) = (cr(S). 
As an example, the procedure described above enables us to solve the 
problem of finding a rational function cp(x) such that 
+/)( Yi) = C&) k=O ,...,T* -1, i=l ,...,s-1, 
cp(X) = c,,, + C&x-’ + . . . + cm,r,_Ix-(T=-I)+ . . . 
in a neighborhood of infinity. 
II. PROOFS 
Proof of Assertion 1.9. The proof of this assertion is given as part of the 
proof of Assertion 3.3, W 
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Proof of Assertion 2.3. Suppose e.g. m < n. 
The matrix H can be considered as a leading submatrix of a square 
Hankel matrix H, of order n. Any such matrix H, must be singular, so that 
it has the decomposition (2.I)-(2.2), f or some numbers r(, r~, r,_~ + Cf= iri = 
r(H,). It is easy to show that after removing the last n - m rows a sum of the 
form (2.3)-(2.4) remains, where ri = r(, r, = max(0, r-A -(n - m)>. Due to 
properties of the matrix V,, the last min(n - m, r:) rows in H, are indepen- 
dent of the first m rows and 
r(H)=r(H,)- min(n-m,rk) = 5 ri+r,. 
i=l 
It remains to show the uniqueness. Suppose that the matrix H has two 
decompositions 
with different sets s, ti, ri, r, and s’, ti,rj, r:. There exists a square n X n 
Hankel matrix H, such that H is its leading submatrix and, moreover, 
r(H,) = r(H) + n - m. Then we can find nonsingular upper triangular Han- 
kel matrices S,, 5~ of orders r, + n - m, r; + n - m, respectively, such that 
Hn= il [ pr,n(ti)]TSipr,n~ti) + [ pr,~(m)]T%pr_n(m) 
i=l 
However, this is in contradiction with the uniqueness of the decomposition 
(2.1)-(2.2X n 
Proof of Assertion 2.10. We shall be very brief, but the proof must be 
carefully thought over. Everything follows from Assertion 2.3. The unique 
possible decomposition is such that the proper part is the first sum in (2.3) 
and the degenerate part is the last term, corresponding to infinity. n 
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Proof of Assertion 2.11. We shall restrict ourselves to the matrix 
(H A,(X)), since the proof for (HT A,(x))~ is quite analogous. Since 
r(H)= r and r ,<r(H A,,,(X)) Q r + 1, the Smith form must be 
I 1,0 g(x) 0 0 I ’ 
where the polynomial g(x) is the g.c.d. of all minors of order r + 1 in 
(H A,,(x)). From this fact we conclude: A number t is a root of g(x) with 
multiplicity I, if and only if all minors of order r + 1 in the matrices 
are zero for i = 0,. . . , v - 1, but not for i = v. In other words, the column 
space of H [which is identical with the column space of V,,,, due to (2.411 
contains the column vectors 
[ 1 $L,(x) 2 i=O,...,v-1, x=t 
but does not contain 
However, this fact means that t = ti, v = ri for some i = 1,. . . , s. n 
The following lemma will be needed for the proof of Assertion 2.14: 
LEMMA. Suppose that r1 + r2 < min(nz, n>. Then the sum 
[ P,,m(td]Tw,n(t,) + [ p l,,(t,)]TS,Pr,,(t,) 
is quasidirect if and only if t, z t, (where t ,, t, are complex numbers or 
infinity). 
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Proof. If t, # t,, we use Assertion 2.3, since the sum has the form (2.3) 
and the equality r(H) = Cr, + r, says that it is quasidirect. If t, = t, = t 
and, say, rl < r2, it is not difficult to show that the sum is equal to 
[P,.,,(t)]TSP,.l,((t), where S= “; i +S,. 
i 1 
That is, the rank of the sum is r2 f rl + re. n 
Proof of Assertion 2.15. +: Let us use Assertion 2.2. Suppose that 
i=l 
By Definition 2.12 and the equality (2.5) the linear forms xi -,tixz, and 
xi - tjx, divide the homogene?us H-polynomials fJxi, x2), and fs(r,, x,), 
respectively. Since f*(xi, r,), f,C xi, x2) are relatively prime, we conclude 
that the sets (ti}, {t’ .} 
2 
are disjoint. Moreover, r, = 0 or r; = 0, since x2 
cannot divide both f,<x,,x,) and ~s(r,,r,). Suppose that r-L= 0. Thus the 
sum 
iI [ pr,mtti)]TSiprxn(ti) + ii [ p,,,,(t;)]“s;p,,(t;)+ [ p~mm(w)]TSp~m~(m) 
i=l j=l 
is just the decomposition (2.3)-(2.4) of A + B, so that 
r(A+B)= Cri+ Crj+r_=r(A)+r(B) 
i=l j=l 
[this holds also for r(A + B) = min(m, n); see Remark 2.41. 
+: Evidently A and B must be singular. We decompose them as in 
Assertion 2.2. Since A + B is quasidirect, the sum of any two summands of 
the decomposition of A and B must be quasidirect. By the preceding lemma, 
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f*(xi, x2) and fn(r,, r2) are relatively prime. Moreover, degfA +deg fB = 
r(A) + r(B) = r(A + B) < min(m, n>. n 
Proof of Assertion 2.21. Let f(x) = fO + . . . + f,x r be the H-poly- 
nomial of H. If 
then 
i$l [‘~,.,,,+“-,-l(ti)]rSiPr,,r+l(ti) = (ai+j)~=+0n-r-2 J-0’ 
(It is an (m + n - r - l)X(r + 1) Hankel matrix formed of the same parame- 
ters (Yk as H.) Since f(x) = nf=i(r - tilrl, the vector (f,, . ,f,>’ evidently 
belongs to the kernel of the matrices P,,,r+,(ti), i = 1,. , s, so that 
k ai+jfj=o> i=O ,...,m+ n - r -2. 
j=O 
That means that for appropriate numbers a,,+,_ i, cy,,+,, . . . the product 
is a polynomial, say h(x) (deg h < r). In other words, h(x)/f(x) is the 
(unioue) solution of the interoolation oroblem connected with H. It remains 
to prove that (h,f) = 1 [then-h(x) = C%(X), f(x) = cf(x11. 
Suppose that h(x) = d(x)h’(x), f(r) = d(r)f(~), deg d > 
fd + . . . + f,,x”, p < r. Then 
2 Cq+jfjl=o, i=o ,...,m+n-p-2, 
j=O 
0. Let f’(x) = 
but this contradicts the assumption of nonsingularity of the submatrix 
(cx~+~)~~~ J:i (see the definition of a proper Hankel matrix). n 
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Proof of Assertion 3.1. We could simply refer to [7], but the idea of the 
proof will be very important in the following proofs. 
Given a Hankel matrix containing parameters (~a,. . . , CX,,+,_~, we define 
a linear functional @ on the space of polynomials of degree at most 
m+n-2: 
m+n-2 mfn-2 
P(a) = c w’ + @(P)= C Pi”i’ 
i=O i=O 
We shall use the notation 
The proof is now easy. Evidently both 2Y and J( y, z) are linear spaces of 
dimension m + n - 2. For a given H and an arbitrary fixed number (Y,, +n_ ,, 
@ can be extended to polynomials of degree m + n - 1. Denote WyHWzT = 
(Zij); then 
ai(a)b(a) - u(a)bj(a) = 
[ 
1 = [ ai(a)b(aY)] 4 - [ a(a)bj(a)] J 
Yi - 'j I Yi - 'j 
(P.1) 
Thus WYHWzT is a Loewner matrix. The matrices W,, W, are easily shown to 
be nonsingular, so that @ is injective and consequently an isomorphism. n 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We shall first extend the functional @ to certain 
rational Iimctions. If Q(o) is rational and has the expansion at infinity 
Q(a) = Qdad + Qd-la d-l+ . . . + Q. + 5 Q_/$-k 
k=l 
for d<m+n-2, 
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(if the parameters (Y”, . . . , (Y,~+,,_~ are given). 
Let us note that if we find a rational function H(a)/F(a) such that 
H(a) -= 
F(a) e cxka-k-l (expansion at infinity) kc-1 
for some numbers cr,,+~_r,(~,,,+ “,..., then [ Q((u)] 1 is evidently the coeffr- 
cient of (Y-r in the expansion of the function Q(a)H(a)/F(a). Let us 
further note that there always exists some such function H(a)/F(a) (if we 
do not prescribe any restriction on its degrees). We shall use the symbol 
[QWIJ =( Q’;;;;a’)_l. 
(These considerations are especially important in the proofs of main results of 
Section 4.) 
Let us choose a fixed number cr,,+, _ 1. Then the value 
[for A( (Y) see (1.2)] 
is defined as a function of the variable Y. For fixed H(a), F(a) there are 
unique W(a), Q(o), deg Q < deg F, such that 
H(a)A(a) = F(a)W(a)-Q(a). (P.2) 
Then 
[q* =( g+$+)_l 
=( s)_l-( (a_$;;(a))_l=-w(y). 
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Thus in (P.l) we can write 
lij = [Yi>zjl,’ 
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Now the matrix WYGH[Wzc]r has the elements 
lik.jl = [ aik(a)bjl(a)] J 
[Zik,il is the (k,Z) element in the block Lij]. We shall prove the following 
LEMMA. If we introduce the function 
W&Y) 
- 1, 
a-z 1 
then we can write 
1 ak+l 
‘ik.9 = k! I! aykazl 
--A(x,z) 
y=y,,3=z J 
Proof. If we compute the coefficients of the expansion of 
da> b(a) -- 
CY-ya-z 
at infinity, we verify that they are continuously dependent on y and z. This 
fact and the linearity of the functional @ imply that we can interchange @ 
with the operation of differentiating: 
4aY) b(a) = 
(“_y)k+l @#+’ 1. n 
1 
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Since 
A(Y>Z) = w(y;Iy(z) = [y,&, 
the lemma implies that 
1 ak+l 
‘ik.jl = k! l! aykazl Yp --[ zlw yi )..., yj.z, ,..., zj 
uu w’ 1 
k+l 1+1 
due to the properties of divided differences. We have shown that the 
mapping #” maps 2 into _&y,z). Since the matrices WYo, Wz” are 
nonsingular and the dimensions of both 2 and __/(y, z) are m + n - 1, the 
mapping /” is an isomorphism. n 
[Note that W(x) is a polynomial which solves the interpolation problem.] 
Proof of Assertion 3.3. We have not proved Assertion 1.9 so far-nor, 
consequently, the correctness of definition of the L-polynomial. However, it 
suffkes to use the simple equalities 
(L A(;qx))=w;(H A,,(x)) k”l’ ( 0 $ 
and Assertion 2.4. Thus both Assertion 1.9 and Assertion 3.3 are proved. n 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let r = r(L). We shall use Lemma 3.2 and 
Assertion 2.3. Suppose that a(x) = lIrZ/,‘<r - yi)Pl (see Definiticn 1.8) and 
the homogeneous H-polynomial of H = (,Fc)-‘(L) is f(xr, xa) = 
x;~nf=,<r, - tixp)“* (Cf=,ri + r, = r). Then 
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where 
M 0.2 . . . M,,, M,,, 
M,,, . . . ML, MI., 
M,‘_‘,.,’ . M,‘_‘,.2’ . . . . . . M,,_.,;,’ ..‘_.l.m. 
is an m x r block matrix with blocks 
k=O I=0 
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(k is the row and 2 the column index). The matrix M; (n X r) has an 
analogous structure. 
Now we shall prove the equivalence of (11, (21, (3) in the steps (1) -+ (2) 
+ (3) + (1). 
(1) + (2): Suppose t&t (f, A) = 1. Every Loewner submatrix in L of 
order r is a product M,SET, where MY is an r x r submatrix of M, - 
containing the first hi rows of each block row, Xhi = r, and-MS is an 
analogous submatrix of M,. We assert that any such submatrices M,, E_ are - 
nonsingular. For contradiction, let, e.g., the rows of M, be linearly depen- 
dent with coefficients ~~~~ Then the polynomial 
Q(x)= c Kik”ik(X) 
i=O,...,u-1 
k=O,....h,-1 
fulfills 
Q’k’( tJi) = 0, i=o ,..., u-l, k=O ,..., pi-hi, 
Q”‘( tj) = 0, j=l ,..., s, Z=O ,..., rj-1, 
degQsm-r--l. 
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Since the numbers yi, tj are all mutually distinct and 
u-l 
C (pi-h,)+ k rj=m- r+r-r_=m-rr,, 
i=O j=l 
the polynomial Q(x) must be indentically zero. Since uik(x) are linearly 
independent, all ~~~ must be equal to zero. Thus M, is nonsingular. 
(2) + (3): Let e .g. yU_r = tj,. The polynomials uik(x) are all divisible by 
x - yU_i with the exception of u~_~,~,_,_~ (x). Thus the first column in the 
block column 
has the form 
L- 0 ,...,O,a,_ l.pu_~--l(tjo))T~ 
m-1 
Thus the last row of M, does not depend on the preceding ones, and the 
Loewner matrix L, obtained by removing it has rank r - 1. 
(3) + (1): Suppose e.g. that the point Yi corresponds to the last block row 
in L. Thus the last row of L does not depend on the preceding ones. Since 
r = r(L) < m, there exists at least one r X r Loewner submatrix in L which 
does not contain the last row of L. The rank of this submatrix is less than r, 
so that L is not proper. n 
Proof of Corolla y 4.2. Let H = (#c)-‘(L), f(x) the L-polynomial of L 
(and thus the H-polynomial of H). Let us consider the decomposition (2.3) of 
the matrix H. The summands corre_spond to root factors (r,tj - ~i)~* or xc- 
of the homogeneous H-po!ynomial f ( x1,x,). We can divide them into factors 
which are contained in A(x,,r,) = xFA(x, /~a) and into factors which are 
not contained in it. Thus we obtain the corresponding quasidirect decomposi- 
tion of H into H, and H, with H-polynomials f,(x), fi(x) such that 
If we write Li = gG(Hi), i = 1,2, then fi(x> are L-polynomials of Li. The 
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decomposition L = L, + L, is quasidirect. Since <f,, A) = 1, the matrix L, is 
proper by Lemma 4.1. Further, 
f-i(X) =o + A(x)=0 
and x2 +]Jx1,x2) [since x2 ‘r &xi, x,)], i.e. degf, = r(H,). Thus L, is 
degenerate by definition. It is evident that this decomposition is unique. n 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. (2’) + (3’): In fact, we have already proved this 
implication in proving (2) + (3) in Lemma 4.1. 
(3’) -+ (2’): Let us again assume that Yi = yU _ r. Suppose that the last row 
of M, does not depend on the preceding ones and x - y, _ 1 + (f, A). Denote 
for brevity aU-l,p,_,-l (x) = (Y(X). The other rows of M, are created from the 
values of the set of polynomials 
This set generates the linear space of polynomials 
V=(P(r):P(x)=(x-y,_,)p(x),degp<m-2). 
Since x - y,_ 1 -+ f(x), there is a polynomial p(x) such that 
(x - Yu-l>P(X) = 4x1 +f(x)+dx) for some 7r( X) 
and degp<degf-l=r-l-r,<m-2-r,. Thus the polynomial 
(x - y,_i>/3(x) belongs to V, so that 
With respect to the properties 
(x - Y,-~)P(x) = 4x1 mod f(x) 
and deg (x - y,_l)P(x> < r - r,, the last row of M, depends on the others 
with coefficients ~~~~ which is a contradiction. 
(4’) ++ (2’): If fp and fo are respectively the L-polynomials of the proper 
and the degenerate part of L, then fpfD = f (by Assertion 3.3 and Assertion 
2.15). Moreover, (f,, A) = 1, so that (f,, A) = (f, A). 
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Now let us find the connection of the L-polynomials of L and L’. (We 
still assume Yi = y,_r.) Let us write 
[I\!%)(r)]r = ([li’:‘r(r)]r,+)) 
and let Z,,,_r be the last row of L. The L-polynomial f’(r) of the matrix L’ 
is defined by means of the matrix 
( L' Iv:)-,(x) x - Y, i (P.3) 
There exist nonsingular matrices T, U and a vector h such that 
where w is a nonzero vector. Now it is evident that f(x) is the greatest 
common divisor of all components of the vector C!,_,(X). 
The same transformations carry the matrix (P.3) into the form 
l 
1 0 
%,(4 ’ 
r-1 
x - Yi 
0 0 
Qn-r(x) ’ 
\ 
x - Yi 
/ 
so that f’(x) is the g.c.d. of components of Ctn,_,(r)/(x - Yi). Thus f’(r)= 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. The Hankel matrix H has a 
into the proper part H, and the degenerate part H,: 
unique decomposition 
HP = (aF+j)> H, = (crEj). 
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By Assertion 2.19, the interpolation problem corresponding to H, has a 
solution 
(forsome ~yi+,_i,oL+ “,...) 
such that deg h < deg f = r(H) = r(L). 
If r(H,) = r, then c$ = 3. * = (Y:+,_~_~,= 0. It is possible to show 
that there is a polynomial f,(o) of degree m + n - r, such that 
1 cc 
-= 
j-D(U) k=m+;_-l-rafa-k-l (for some o,D+n_l,cxz+, ,... ). 
Let us have a look at the proof of Lemma 3.2. If we find the unique 
polynomials wp(o), 9p(a), deg qp < deg f, and w,(o), 9n(o), deg 9n < 
deg .fn, such that 
h(a)A(a) =.f((.Y)wp(a) - 9p(a), (P.4) 
A(o) =fn(o)wn(o) - 9&), (P.5) 
then the polynomials w,(a), w,(a) solve the interpolation problems corre- 
sponding to the Loewner matrices WYGHp[WzG]r and W,GH,[WzG]T. Thus 
wp + wn is the unique polynomial which solves the interpolation problem 
corresponding to L, i.e. 
w,+w,=w. 
Note that deg wn = r due to (P.5). From (P.4) it follows that 
h(a)A(a) =f(a)w(a) - da), (P.6) 
where 
9(o) =9p(o)+f(o)wn(o). 
If r,> 0, i.e. wn # 0, then deg(fw,) = r(H) and thus deg9 = r(H). If 
r, = 0, then w,, = 0, H, = 0, and deg f = r(H,) = r(H). In both cases 
max(degq,degf)=r(H)=r(L). n 
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Proof of Lemma 4.5. Let us denote the set of all generalized solutions 
belonging to 2PN,z by 3. The fact that 8 is nonempty follows from Lemma 
4.4. 
We shall introduce a partial ordering on &: 
[where d(x) is a polynomial]. 
If t9fJ;l>t9;Ji)l are two generalized solutions in ePN,2, then 9;f~ - 
9;f,’ is divisible by A(x) and, with respect to the degrees, 
9I(r) 9;(r) -=- 
f;(x) f,(x) = 4(x). 
Let $(x) = 9,(x)/f,(r), (9aJJ = 1. 
We shall find a generalized solution [9’,fl such that [9’,fl& [9;,fi’l, 
[9’f’ls [9~&1. W e can assume that all roots of the polynomials di = (91, f,) 
are also roots of A. (If e.g. A(Y)+ 0 and (x - Y) l(9;,fi’l, then 19;(x)/ 
(x - Y),f{(r)/(r - Y)] is also a generalized solution.) 
Let us denote (d,, da)= d. If cp(x) is any function which solves the 
interpolation problem, then 
90(x)di(x) s q(x)fo(x)di(x) mod A(x), i = 1,2. 
This implies that 
since d(x) can be written in the form 
4x) = p,(x)d,(x) + rdx)dz(x). 
Thus [q,d,f,,d] = [9,f] is the desired generalized solution. 
Now it is easy to conclude that there is a unique minimum with respect 
to the ordering s (if we identity solutions which are constant multiples). 
This is the minimal solution, and it has the property stated in Lemma 4.5. m 
Proof of Lemma 4.6. It is evident that if x - Y I (cj,f, and Y # Yj, 
j=l ,.. .,t, then [9(x)/(x - Y),flx)/(x - Y)] is also a generalized solution 
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of the interpolation problem, and this is a contradiction with the minimality 
of [s’(x),flx>l. Thus 
(Lf)lA. 
Suppose now that d(x) = (q,f) = lXx - Yj>“’ and 
(P.7) 
We want to show that LYE = pj, j = 1,. . . , t. Let cp be any function which 
solves the interpolation problem. Since 
fulfills (P.7), we have 
Multiplying by n<x - Yj)@‘, we obtain 
ax) CpbLfw 
ntx _ yj)"j-B, E n (x _ yj)ujppJ mod A(x)’ 
Since [G, f] is th e minimal generalized solution, cyj < pj. On the other hand, 
since 
we have 
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and this implies that 
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fullUs (for j = 1,. . . , t) 
+‘(y,) = Cjk, k =O,..., rj-(Yj-1, 
so that oj > pj. n 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. The equivalence of (2’)-(4’) is stated in Lemma 
4.3. The equivalence of (5’) and (6’) IS a consequence of Lemma 4.6. Now we 
shall prove the implications (5’) --+ (2’) and (2’) -+ (6’). 
(5’) + (2’): By L emma 4.4, there is a 9 such that [9, f ] is a generalized 
solution of the interpolation problem in 2PN,2. Lemma 4.5 implies that 9 19, 
fl f. Thus x -Yil f(x). 
(2’) + (5’): Let d(r) = (c$x),f(x)) = nfzl<x - Yjjaj, Ctcxj = V. Suppose 
for contradiction that x - Y, t d(x), i.e. (Y~ = 0. We know already thatfl f. 
Thus d If. We shall perform V-times reduction of multiplicities of the 
interpolation points and corresponding reduction of the Loewner matrix, as 
described in (3’). (Since the rank decreases in each step, the whole procedure 
will be performed on singular matrices.) 
Let LR be the resulting reduced matrix. We assert that it is proper. 
Indeed, if W(X) is the interpolating polynomial solving the interpolation 
problem, then 
q=wf+pA (for some polynomial p) ; 
consequently 
4’ wf PA -= 
d d+d* 
(P.8) 
Since (@/d,f/d) = 1, also <f/d, A/d) = 1. Thus (P.8) implies that the 
function $ = (Q/d)/(f/d) so ves 1 the reduced interpolation problem corre- 
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sponding to A /d. Note that deg I& = max(deg 9, deg f) - V < 
max(deg 9,deg f) - V = r(L)- V. Due to Corollary 3.5, LR is proper. 
According to Lemma 4.3, the L-polynomial of LR is just f(x)/ d(x), but 
it is divisible by x - Yi [since x - Yi I d(x)]. However, the point Yi is one of 
the interpolation points of the reduced interpolation problem, and this is a 
contradiction with Lemma 4.1. 
The fact that the minimal generalized solution of the reduced interpola- 
tion problem is given by (4.2) follows from Lemma 4.6. n 
Proof of Theorem 4.8. It follows easily from Theorem 4.7 as we have 
already explicited it. The formula f,(r) = l-l;= Jx - Yj)“j follows from the 
definition of the degenerate Loewner matrix: f,(Y) = 0 * A(Y) = 0. n 
Proof of Car-allay 4.9. We use Theorem 4.8 for oj = 0, j = 1,. . . , t. We 
shall show that for this choice of (Y~‘s condition (6”) is equivalent with (i). 
The implication (6”) I aj=o + (i) is evident. 
(i) + (S”)l,=o: If the interpolation problem has a solution 9r /f, in 
Q N,2, then [9r, f,] is a generalized solution and, by Lemma 4.5, 9i = dcj, 
f,= dK so that ci/f=91/fl, and thus 9/f fulfills all conditions of the 
interpolation problem. n 
Proof of Theorem 4.10. Let us repeat the reduction of the interpolation 
problem and the Loewner matrix as long as (2’)-(6’) hold. We shall obtain a 
proper Loewner matrix LR with the L-polynomial f(x>/n(x - Yj)*~ and the 
minimal generalized solution [Q(x)/ll(x - Y,)~j,f<r)/lXr - Yj)“jl. Thus it 
is sufficient to show that f(x) = cf(x) for proper Loewner matrices. 
By Lemma 4.5, 
fw-hA=9, (p.9) 
v$mre max(deg 9,deg f > = r(L). Thus [9, f ] is a generalized solution in 
N,2 of the interpolation problem. Since (h, f > = 1 (the interpolation func- 
tion of the proper part of H is written in coprime form, h /f >, and since we 
suppose (f, A) = 1 (L is proper), the equality (P.9) implies that 
(97f > = 1. 
Then (by Lemma 4.5) [9, f ] must be the minimal generalized solution. n 
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In the proof of Theorem 5.2 we shall use a lemma the proof of which is 
purely computational, so that we shall not perform it here. 
LEMMA. Let L be an arbitrary generalized m x n Loewner matrix which 
contains a zero m, X n 1 Loewner submatrix, m, + n1 > max(m, n). If the 
maximal submatrix of these properties has size M, x N,, then 
r(L)=m+n-(M,+N,) 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let L be degenerate. Its L-polynomial has the 
form 
We use Theorem 4.8 (4”). With respect to (5.21, Sj = oj. We know by 
Definition 1.11 that deg f = Cj=, , (Y = V is equal to r(L). If we remove the 
corresponding V rows and columns in L, then by (3”) the rank of the 
remaining matrix will be V - V = 0. Thus it will be an m, X n, zero Loewner 
submatrix with 
m,+n,=N-V=N-r(L), 
and since r(L) < min(m, n), 
N-r(L)>mfn-min(m,n)=max(m,n). 
Conversely, suppose that L contains a zero submatrix L, of size m, X n,, 
m, + n1 > max(m,n). (Suppose that L, is maximal.) Then (by the lemma) 
r(L)=m+n-(m,+n,), 
which is equal to the total number of rows and columns which do not 
intersect L,. That means that they are just the Cj= icyj = V rows and columns 
having the properties described in (3”) of Theorem 4.8. By (2”) of that 
theorem, (f,A) = llf_,<x - Yj>“j. Consequently, deg f > V but V= r(L), so 
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that 
degf=V=r(L), f(r)=Jfir(r-y,)“‘; 
and L is degenerate by Definition 1.11 
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n 
III. EXAMPLES 
It is possible to illustrate most of the theory on one example. We shall 
describe a rational interpolation problem introduced by Definition 1.1 and 
the corresponding generalized Loewner matrix. 
Let 
Y,,=O, Y,=2, Y,=-2, Y,=l, Y,=-1, Y5=3, 
q(O) = 1, q(2) = 3, ‘p( -2) = - 1, p(1) = 1, cp( - 1) = 0, (p(3) = 4, p’(0) = 1, 
$“‘(O) =0,
$“(O) = 1, 
$(O) = 0. 
We decompose A(r) into a(x)b(x), 
U(X) = (r +2)X3(X -3), b(x) =(x-1)(x -2)r3(r +1), 
and let 
Y = (-2,0,0,0,3)r, z = (1,2,0,0,0, -1)C 
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Then 
/ [-2,11 I I-2.21 
I 
--_---_ 
PA 11 y-fiJ:il-- 
L= [O,O,ll f [0,0,21 
I [O,O,O,l] I [0,0,0,21 ; [0,0,0,01 [0,0,0,0,01 [0,0,0,0,0,01 _______:------_:__________-________________ [3~1 , [3,21 , [341 [3,0,01 [3,0,0,01 
= 
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I i-2,01 L-2,0,01 [-2,0,0,01 
‘--ro,ol-----ro.o,~i_____~~,~~~,~i_ 
( [O,O,Ol [0,0,0,01 [0>0,0,0,01 
I-2, -11 --------- 
P, - 11 
IO,% - 11 
K40,0, - 11 --------- 
[3, - 11 
P I ,,lIl 0 Oil\ 
--_L_~_______1_- 
0;1;1 0 011 
-11010 0 110. 
-11olo 1010 --_~--j_------_t-- 
;I 1; 1 0 op/ 
We exploit this example to illustrate the following definitions and 
assertions. 
Concerning Definition 1.4 
A pair of polynomials [ 9,f] E P X P is a generalized solution to the 
interpolation problem (1.1) if 
g7yo) =~qP(O)f(O) + kayo) &O) + * - - 
9(z) = 9(2)-f(2) > 
9( -2) = 4 -2)fC -2), 
9(l) = v(l)f(l), 
9(-1)=P(--l)f(--1), 
9(3) = 43)f(3). 
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The minimal generalized solution of the linear problem is 
(Proof: It is evidently a generalized solution, and it belongs to the class 
P N/2 = Pll,z. At the same time, any pair obtained from [q,f] by deleting a 
common factor is not a generalized solution. Now it suffices to use Lemma 
4.5.) 
Note that c$r)/f( x) = x + 1 is not a solution of the interpolation prob- 
lem. This fact will be discussed later (it concerns Theorem 4.8). 
Concerning Lemma 3.2 
We recall that y = (- 2,0,0,0,3>r, z = (l,Z,O,O,O, - 1)r. Now the polyno- 
mials used for construction of the matrix Wy” are a,(x) = x3(x - 3), a,,(x) 
=(X+2)X2(X -3), a,,(x)=(x +2)x(x -3), a,,(X)=(I +2Xx -3), a,,(r) __ 
= (x +2)x3. 
Thus we obtain 
WY” = 
Analogously we construct 
w,” = 
It is easy to verify that 
0 0 0 -3 1 
0 0 -6 -1 1 
0 -6 -1 1 0 
-6-l 1 00 
0 0 0 21 
0 0 -2 -1 1 
0 o-1 01 
0 2 -1 -2 1 
2 -1-2 10 
-1 -2 1 0 0 
0 0 2 -3 1 
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where 
1-4 -6 -3 -3 -3 -3’ 
-6 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 
H=& -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 . 
-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 
,-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 33, 
Concerning Definition 2.12, De$nitian 1.10, and Assertion 3.3 
The matrices 
i-4 -6 -3 -3 -3 -3 36 
1 
-6 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 36x 
-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 
36 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 
-3 36x2 
-3 36x3 
and 
-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 33 36x4 
t 2 1 1 0 0 1 x”(n: -3) 
; 1 1 0 0 1 (~+2)x2(~-3) 
-1 0 0 0 1 0 (x+2)x(x -3) 
-1 0 0 1 0 0 (x+2)(x -3) 
3 
2 1 1 0 0 1 (x+2)x3 
have the Smith canonical form 
1000 0 00 
0100 0 00 
I 0 0 
The matrices 
1 
36 
10 0 00, f(x) =x2(x -1). 
01 
0 
0 0 f(r) 00 I 0 0 
‘-4 -6 -3 -3 -3 -3 
-6 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 
-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 
-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 
-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 33 
36 36x 36x2 36x3 36x4 36x5 
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and 
I 
2 7j 0 -1 -1 ; 
11 0 
11 0 
00 0 
00 1 
\l 1 0 
have the Smith form 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
1 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 
0 
0 
rPx) 
0 
(x-2)%3(x+1) 
(x-1)x3(x +1) 
(x--l)(r--2)Xs(r+l) 
(r-l)(X-2)r(x+l) 
(X -1)(x -2)(x +1) 
(x -1)(x -2)x3 
f(x)=r”(x-1). 
T 
Thus the H-polynomial of H and at the same time the L-polynomial of L is 
f(x). The homogeneous N-polynomial and at the same time the homoge- 
neous L-polynomial is fix,, re) = x,x~(r, - x,), since r(H) = r(L) = 4. 
Concerning Definition 1.11 
The matrix L is not proper, since, e.g., the submatrix 
1;1 0 0 
L 1 2 3 
( 
4 = i-:-i--6--< 
2 3 4 5 
)I 
olo 0 1 
olo 1 0 I 
(which is Loewner) has order 4 = r(L) and is singular. L is not degenerate, 
since the L-polynomial has degree deg f * 3 < r(L). 
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Concerning Assertion 2.3 
The unique decomposition of the Hankel matrix H is given by 
36H = 
= 
‘1 o\ 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
,o 01 
-1 -3 1 0 0 0 0 0 
-3 0010000 I( 1 
1 
+ II : (-3)(1 1 1 1 1 1) 
1 
+ : (36)(0 
0 
\l/ 
‘1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 
\o 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1) 
-1 -3 0 0 100000 
-3 0 0 
0 0 -3 0 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 000001 
Concerning Definition 2.6 
The matrix H is not proper, since the leading submatrix of order 
f-(H) = 4, 
-4 -6 -3 -3 
1 -6 -3 -3 -3 
36 I -3 -3 -3 -3 
-3 -3 -3 -3 
is singular. At the same time the matrix H is not degenerate. 
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Concerning Assertion 2.10 
The unique decomposition of the matrix H into a proper and a degener- 
ate Hankel matrix is 
i-4 -6 -3 -3 -3 -3’ 10 0 0 0 0 0 
-6 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 000000 
36H= -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3+o 0 0 0 0 0 
-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 000000 
\-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3) \O 0 0 0 0 36 
= 36H, +36H,. 
Concerning Assertion 2.15 
The fact that the sum H, + H, $ quasidircct agrees with the property of 
their homogeneous H-polynomials f&x,, x,), f&cl, x,), 
(Liz) = 1. 
[In fact, jlCxl, x2) = xf(xl - x2), f2( x,,i,) = xs.] Moreover, the sum H, + 
H, has the homogeneous H-polynomial 
P<XlJZ> =L( ~lJ,>j_,hJ,>. 
Concerning Definition 2.17 
The rational function 
h(x) 1 -4x2 -2x +3 -=- 
f(x) 36 x2(x-l) ’ 
which has the expansion at infinity 
h(x) 1 fo=36(-4x-i_6x-"_3x-3_3x-4_ . . . _3x-9_3x-io_ . ..). 
is a solution to the interpolation problem connected with the Hankel 
matrix H,. 
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Concerning Assertion 2.19 and Assertion 2.20 
We note that h(x)/f(x) E Qii,s. It is possible to show that it is the 
unique solution in Qii,a of the interpolation problem corresponding to the 
proper Hankel matrix H,. 
On the other hand, it is possible to show that the interpolation problem 
connected with the matrix H (which is not proper), 
cp(X)=~(-4x-‘_6x-a-3X--3_3X--4_ . . . -3X-“+33X-“‘+ . ..). 
does not have any solution in Q,i,a. 
Concerning Assertion 2.21 
We have already seen that the interpolation problem corresponding to 
the matrix H, has the following unique solution in Qi,,a: 
1 -4x2-2x +3 
- 
36 X”(X-1) ’ 
the denominator of which is just the H-polynomial of H,. 
Concerning Corolla y 4.2 
The unique decomposition of the generalized Loewner matrix L is 
L= 
11111 0 011 
l---l-------- 
11111 0 0:-i 
o/o;0 0 010 
oioio 0 op_ 
_-L-J________ 
lllll 0 011 
+ 
1 1 
-5 ,010 0 010 
___J__A-___---_L_- 
-11010 0 010 
= L, + L,, 
where L, is the proper part [with the homogeneous L-polynomial x,] and 
L, is the degenerate part [with the homogeneous L-polynomial X:(X, - x,)]. 
(We again emphasize that 
L, # W;HP[ WzclT, L,#W,CH,[W;C]T, 
since the L-polynomials of L,, L D are different from the H-polynomials of 
H,, Ho.) 
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Concerning Theorem 4.8 
It is easy to verify that there is exactly one set of (Y’S for which conditions 
(2”)-(6”) are satisfied: 
a() = 2, a, = 0, ff2 = 0, a,=l, aq =o, a,=o. 
Let us deal with all five conditions in more detail. 
(6”): 
*I(x) = 
X2(X -1)(x +1) 
X”(X -1) 
=x+1. 
It can be easily verified that at the point Y,, = 0 one has (1/4!)$(4’(Y,,) f C, 
(4 = S-2). The reader can deal similarly with all other interpolation points. 
(5”): 
(3”): If we remove the point YS = 1, a Loewner matrix of rank 3 remains: 
II1 0 011’ 
-l-~-l---~---~-i 
010 0 110. 
0’0 1 0’0 
--L--------L-- 
\lI 1 0 01 1, 
Now we reduce the multiplicity of Y, = 0 by 2. Let us mention all possibili- 
ties of doing this: 
(a) By removing the 4th and the 3rd row: 
(b) By removing the 4th row and the 4th column: 
(II1 0111 
-l-yl---(-:-i 
I ’ 
!-L!-__!L_! 
\lIl 011, 
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(c) By removing the 4th and the 3rd column: 
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11; 1; 1’ 
-l-:-IX- 
01010 . 
I I 
!- L !t L _! 
\lI 1; I/ 
(We could also begin with the point Y, = 0 and then remove Y, = 1.) In each 
case, a proper Loewner matrix of rank 1 = 4 - C’Y~ remains. 
(4”): f,(r) = x2(x - l), i.e. 6, = 2, 6, = 1. Then 
min(SO,rO) = min(2,6) = 2 = crO, 
min(6,,7s)=min(l,l)=l=a,. 
(2”): (f, A) = X”(X - 1). 
Concerning Theorem 5.2 
Since f(x) = x2(x - 1) and A(x) = x6(x2 -4Xx’ - 1)(x -3), the condi- 
tion (5.2) is fulfilled and the theorem can be applied to the matrix L: It does 
not contain any zero Loewner submatrix with the desired properties, and 
accordingly it is not degenerate. The L-polynomial of the matrix L, is 
f,(X) = x2(x - 0, so that we can apply Theorem 5.2 to L,, too: 
L,= 
The picture shows a zero submatrix with the desired properties. We have 
m, = 4, n1 = 4, m, + n, = 8 > max(m, n) = 5. Note that m, + n1 = N - r(L,) 
= 11 - 3. In accordance with this, L, is degenerate. 
In conclusion we shall show a degenerate Loewner matrix which does not 
fulfill the condition (5.2), so that the characterization given in Theorem 5.2 
does not hold for it: Let us choose 
N=6, A(x)=(x2-1)(x2-4)(x2-9), 
y = (1,2,3)r, .z = (-1, -2, -3)? 
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We shall find data for the interpolation problem such that it will have the 
minimal generalized solution 
[q,f] = [12x(x -1),(x -1J2], 
namely, 
Y,=l, Y,=2, Y2=3, Y,=-1, Y,=-2, Y,=-3, 
C,=O, C,=24, C,=18, C,=6, C,=8, C,=9. 
Now it is evident that [d, f] IS a g eneralized solution [with the exception of 
the point Y,, the rational function 12x /(x - 1) interpolates all given data]. If 
we compute the corresponding divided differences. we obtain the Loewner 
matrix 
L= 
-6 -8 -9 
--- 
2 3 4 
18 16 15 
- - - 
3 4 5 
12 10 9 
- - 
4 5 6 
= 
-3 -$ -; 
6 4 3 
3 2 ; 1. 
This matrix has rank 2. Due to Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 4.10, [g,f] is the 
minimal generalized solution. Moreover, f(r) = (X - 1)2 is the L-polynomial 
of L, which means that L is degenerate by definition. On the other hand, it 
does not contain any zero submatrix. 
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